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p-HARMONIC MEASURE OF A SET AND ITS CLOSURE
ANDERS BJORN, JANA BJORN, AND NAGESWARI SHANlv1UGALINGAM
(Communicated by Andreas Seeger)
ABSTRACT. A. Baernstein II ( Comparison of p-harmonic measures of subsets
of the unit circle, St. Petersburg rvlath. J. 9 (1998), 543-551, p. 548), posed
the following question: If G is a union of m open arcs on the boundary of the
unit disc D, then is wa,p(G) = wa,p(G), where wa,P denotes the p-harmonic
measure? (Strictly speaking he stated this question for the case m = 2.) For
p = 2 the positive answer to this question is well known. Recall that for p #- 2
the p-harmonic measure, being a nonlinear analogue of the harmonic measure,
is not a measure in the usual sense.
The purpose of this note is to answer a more general version of Baernstein's
question in the affirmative when 1 < p < 2. In the proof, using a deep trace
result of Jonsson and Wallin, it is first shown that the characteristic function
XG is the restriction to aD of a Sobolev function from W 1 ,P(C).
For p ~ 2 it is no longer true that Xa belongs to the trace class. Nevertheless, we are able to show equality for the case m = 1 of one arc for all
1 < p < co, using a very elementary argument. A similar argument is used to
obtain a result for starshaped domains.
Finally we show that in a certain sense the equality holds for almost aU
relatively open sets.

1. INTRODUCTION

Baernstein [1], p. 548, posed the following question: If G c D is a union of m
open arcs, then is wa,p(G) = wa,p(G)? Here wa,p denotes the p-harmonic measure.
(Strictly speaking he stated this question for the case m = 2.) For the linear case
p = 2 the positive answer to this question is well known. Recall that for p #- 2 the
p-harmonic measure, being a nonlinear analogue of the harmonic measure, is not a
measure in the usual sense.
"Ve answer Baernstein's question in the following proposition.
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Proposition 1.1. Let 1 < p < 00 and let n = D be the unit disc in the complex
plane. Let G c 8D be the union of m open arcs. If m ~ 1 or p <:: 2, then

wa,p(G) = W,a,p(G)

for all a E D:

As far as we know, Baernstein's question remains open if m > 1 and p > 2.
In the proof for 1 < p < 2, it is first shown that the characteristic function XG is
the restriction to aD of a p-quasicontinuous Soholev function from tVl,p(C), using
a deep trace result of Jonsson and \-Vallin (some earlier results would also suffice
for the unit disc). This, together with a recent result of the authors of this note [3],
Corollary 5.2, demonstrates the equality in question.
For p .2: 2 it is no longer true that Xa belongs to the trace class, and the
above outlined proof breaks down. Nevertheless, we are able to show equality
for the case m = 1 (a single arc) for all 1 < p < co, using a very elementary
argument. In Proposition 3.1 we obtain a similar result for starshaped domains n
and a starshaped set on its boundary.
In the literature there are, of course, invariance results for the p-harmonic measure. Kurki [11], Theorem 1.1 (or Bjorn-Bjorn-Shanmugalingam [3], Corollary 7.5),
states that if f{ is a compact set and Cp(E) = 0, then wa,p(K) = wa,p(K U E).
As far as we are aware, Kurki's result (together with its dual version) contains all
other invariance results in the literature for p # 2. Unfortunately, as Baernstein
points out, Kurki's result cannot be applied to· our problem.
For bounded domains ncRnand E c an, we use the full power of JonssonWallin's result to give conditions on 0 and E such that wa,p(intan E) ~ wa,p(E) ~
wa,p(E), For the fnll statement of the main result we refer to Section 4, but here
we give a corollary.
Proposition 1.2. Let 1 < p < n and let 0 c R n be a bounded Lipschitz domain.

Moreover, let E

(1.1)

c 80 be such that dimM 8anE < n - p. Then
wa,p(intan E) = wa,p(E) = wa,p(E) for all a E O.

Here intan E and oanE are the interior and the boundary, respectively, of E in
the induced subset topology on an. The upper !vlinkowski dimension is denoted by
dimM; see Federer [71, Section 3.2.37, or Mattila [13], Sections 5.3 and 5.5, for the
definition.
If n = 2 and (1.1) holds for some a E 0, then (1.1) holds for all a E 0, by
Manfredi [12]' Theorem 2. Whether this implication holds for n ?: 3 is an open
problem.
Finally we show in Proposition 3.2 that in a certain sense equality holds for
almost all relatively open sets.
It should be pointed out that in Carnot-Caratlu§odory spaces a result similar to
Theorem 4.1 can be obtained by replacing the trace result of Jonsson-vVallin by
.the trace result of Danielli-Garofalo-Nhieu [5], [6]. For general metric spaces see
also Bjorll-Bjorll-Shallmugalillgam [4].
2. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS

We let W ' ,P(O) be the standard Sobolev space of all functions in V(O) whose
distributional gradients also belong to V(O). We also define the Sobolev capacity

Cp(E)

~ inf

r (lfl
JRo

P

+ IVfl P ) dx,
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where the infimum is taken over all f E W',P(Rn ) such that f = 1 in an open set
containing E.
A function u E lVl~~(n) is p-harmonic if it is continuous and a weak solution of
the equation
!;,.pU := div(lDul p- 2 Du) = 0 in £I;
it is p-superharmonic if it is lower semicontinuous and

!;,.pu :S 0 in £I
in the distributional sense.
We define the upper Perron solution of f by letting

Pf(x) = infu(x),

x E £I,

where the infimum is taken over all p-superharmonic functions u on
below and such that

liminfu(y) 2: f(x)
03ly...... x

n bounded

for all x E an.

The lower Perron solution can be defined in a dual fashion, or simply by letting

Ef(x) = -P(-f)(x).
If Pf = Ef, then we denote the common function by Pf, and f is said to be

resolutive. It is always true that Ef :S Pf. Apart from the case when Pf '" ±oo,
is a p-harmonic function.
It should be observed that if f E Clan), then f is resolutive; see, e.g., HeinonenKilpeliiinen-Martio [9], Theorem 9.25, or Bjorn-Bjorn-Bhanmugalingam [3], Theorem 6.1. In [3], Corollary 5.2, it was shown that if f is a p-quasicontinuous
representative of an equivalence class in HTl,p(Rn), then f is resolutive; this will
be essential to us. A function f is p-quasicontinuous if for every € > 0 there is a
set E with Cp(E) < e such that f[R"\E is continuous.
The upper and lower p-harmonic measures of E c an evaluated at a E n are
defined by

Pf

""~,ptE; £I) = "'a,p(E) = PXE(a)

and """,p(E; £I) = """,p(E) = ExE(a).

When """,p(E) = ""~,ptE) we denote the common value by w"p(E; £I) = wa,p(E).
It should be observed that due to the nonlinearity of 6.p , the p-harmonic measure
is not a measure when p #- 2. For more on p-harmonic measures and their history,
see [9], Chapter 11. (Let us also refer the interested reader to the results in Section 8
in Bjorn-Bjorn-Bhanmugalingam [2] and Corollary 7.5 in [31.)
Throughout this paper, C denotes a positive constant whose exact value is unimportant, can change even within the same line, and depends only on fixed parameters. The ball with centre x and radius r is denoted by B(x, r).
3.

ELE~mNTARY RESULTS

\Ve start with some elementary proofs.

Proof of Proposition 1.1 for the caBe m = 1. We use complex notation to simplify
some of the expressions. Let Go = {z E aD : largzl < O}. By rotating D if
necessary, we can assume that G = Go for some 5 E (O,1r).
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Let u(z)

= wz,p(G,) and u(z) = wz,p(G,). Note that the npper and lower

p-harmonic measures coincide in this case by Proposition 9.31 in Heinollen-Kilpe-

liiinen-Martio [9J (or Corollary 7.4 in [3]).
For a < x < 1, let T(X) = Ie" - xl, o(x) = arg(e;'- x), and for z E B(x,r(x)),
let

Vx(z) = wz,p({y E aB(x, T(X)) : larg(y - x)[ < o(x)}; B(x, r(x)))
= W(z_x)/,(x),p(G,(x))'
By the comparison principle in the domain D n B(x, rex»~, we see that V x .:::; u
in D n B(x, r(x)). On the other hand, by the comparison principle again, u(z) S
u(z) S wz,p(G,(x)) = vx(x + r(x)z) for all zED and a < x < 1. Thns, nsing the
continnity of the p-harmonic function u and hy the fact that every ZED belongs
to D n B(x, r(x)) for snfficiently small x > 0,

u(z) S u(z) = lim u((z - x)/r(x)) S lim vx(z) S u(z)
x ...... o+

x->O+

for zED.

o
The proof above immediately generalizes to spherical caps on balls in R n.

In the next proposition we apply the method of the above proof to starshaped
domains.

Proposition 3.1. Let 1 < p < 00 and let n c Rn be a bounded domain which is
starshaped with respect to a E an. Let E C an be starshaped with respect to a and
such that
oE c E whenever a < a< 1.
Then
wa,p(E) = wa,p(E) and i!d.a,p(E) = i!d.a,p(E) for all a E n.
If

n is a p-Tegular domain,

or oE c intan E when

wa,p(E) = wa,p(E)

a < a< 1, then

for all a E

n.

For the definition of p-regularity see [2], [31 or [91.
The starshapedness of E does not in general guarantee that JE c E for 0 <
J < 1, even if we insist on the starcenter 0 lying in lntao E, as exhibited by, e.g.,
letting E = D \ [~, 1) c C or E = D U {z: Izi < 2 and a < argz < 1r/4}. Here we

take the ambient space to be R 3 and n to be the cube (-2,2)2 x (0,4).
Note that if oE C inten E when a < a < 1, then E = intan E, and thus also
wa,p(intan E) = wa,p(E).
This proposition can be applied to the situation when n c R2 is a rectangle,
and E C an is connected, and either lies on one or two of the rectangle's sides or
has a complement which lies on one or two sides. In the latter case one needs to

use the duality condition wa,p(A) = 1 - !<ia,p(an \ A).

Proof. Let

a < 0 < 1.

Then by a rescaling and the comparison principle, we have

wa,p(E) = w,a,p(oE; on)

s w,a,p(E)

for a E n.

Letting 0 -----+ 1- and using the continuity of the p-harmonic function a

(note that

lim'~1_ oa =

a), we obtain

wa,p(E) S wa,p(E) S wa,p(E)
The proof for

~

is similar.

whenever a E n.

H

wa,p (E)
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If n is a p-regular domain, then Proposition 9.31 in Heinonen-KilpeHiinenMartio [9] (or Corollary 7.4 in [3]) shows that wa,p(E) = ",",pee) from which the
conclusion follows.
If oE C intan E when

a < 0 < 1, we proceed as follows. For a < 0 < 1, we
can find f; E C(On) such that f8 = 1 on oE and f; = a on on \ E. Thus, by the
resolutivity of continuous functions, we obtain

wa,p(E) = W8a,p(oE; on) <; w8a,p(oE;n) <; Pf8(oa) <; ""'a,p(E)

for a E n.

Letting 0 -7 1- and using the continuity of the p-harmonic function a
we obtain

wa,p(E) <; "'a,p(E) <; wa,p(E)

when a

1-7

~,p(E)

En,
D

which combined with the first part completes the proof.

Proposition 3.2. Let 1 < P < ()() and let n c Rn be a bounded domain. Let
{E e }eE(O,l) be a family of sets such that E, C intan E e c on if a < s < l' < 1.
Then for almost every l' (with respect to the Lebesgue measure on the interval (0, 1)),
we have
Wa,p(intan E e ) = wa,p(Ee ) = wa,p(Ee ) for all a E n.
This result also holds in the weighted Euclidean setting considered in HeillonenKilpeHiinell-:tvIartio [9] (since we do not use the invariance of the p-harmollic measure under affine transformations in the proof below) or even more generally in the

metric space setting considered in Bjorn-Bjorn-Shanmugalingam [2] and [3].

Proof. The function T 1--+ wa,p(E r ) is a real-valued nondecreasing function of l' and
hence differentiable almost everywhere in the interval (0,1). We will only need that
it is continuous almost everywhere. Similarly

l'

1--+

~,p (E r ) is continuous almost

everywhere. Let A he a countable dense snbset of n and let B C (0,1) he the set of
points T such that for every a E A, the functions P H wa,p(E p ) and p 1--+ !!d.a,p(Ep )
are continuous at p = T. Then almost every T E (0}1) belongs to B.
If 0< s < l' < 1, then we can find f E C(On) such that f = Ion E, and f = a
on on \ intan E e • It follows that
wa,p(E,) <; Pf <; ",",p(intan E e)

Therefore for all a E A and

l'

for all a E n.

E B,

w"p(Ee ) =

,1!,';'- w"p(E,) <; "'a,p(intan E e ).

Combining this inequality with the obvious inequalities

"'a,p(intan E e ) <; ",",p(E e ) <; ",",p(Ee ) <; wa,p(Ee )
and
we see that

wa,p(intan E e ) ~ wa,p(Ee ) = wa,p(Ee )

for a E A and

l'

E B.

Thus for rEB the continuous functions a H wa,p(intarl ErL a H wa,p(Er ) and
wa,p(Er ) are equal on the dense subset A of D, and thus by continuity they
are equal on all of n.
0

a

1--+
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4. THE 1\fAIN THEORE1..f

The primary aim of this note is to study some conditions on the domain nand
the set E c an which guarantee that the p-harmonic measure of E relative to n
satisfies the condition

wa,p(intanE) = wa,p(E) = wa,p(E).
The main condition involves a Riesz integral on

an which satisfies the integrability

hypothesis of the trace theorem of Jonsson-Wallin [101 (see also Hajlasz-Martio [8]).
vVe denote the d-dimensional Hausdorff measure by Ad.
R n be a bounded domain, E c an, and assume
that Cp(BanE) = 0 (which in particular holds if An_p(BanE) < 00). Moreover,
let Ub ... , U m C an be relatively open sds such that an = Uj=l Uj, and for
1 <; j <; m let 0 <; d',j <; dZ,j <; n be such that there is a finite Borel measure Pj
with pj(Rn \ Uj) = 0 and

Theorem 4.1. Let 1 < P

(4.1)

< n, n c

Cr d", <; pj(B(x, r)) <; Cr d",

for x E Uj and 0 < r <; 1.

For each j, 1 <; j <; m, assume that one of the following conditions hold:
(a) Cp(Uj n E) = 0 (which in particular holds if An_p(Uj n E) < 00);
(b) Cp(Uj \ E) = 0 (which in particular holds if An-p(Uj \ E) < 00);
(c) dZ,j <; n - p;
(d) dZ,j < nand

r r

(4.2)

Ix-yln-p-Zd,.idpj(y)dpj(x) <00;

JujnE lUi\E

(e) dZ,j < nand

r _r _Ix _ yln-p-2d", dpj(Y) dpj(x) < 00;

Jujns }Uj\E

(f) dZ,j < nand

r

r

JUj nintan E JUj \intan E

Ix -

yln-p-Zd',i dpj(Y) dpj(x)

< 00;

(g) dZ,j < n, dimu Uj n BanE < n - p - 2( dZ,j - d,,j) and
(4.3)

sup

xEUj \E

dist(x, Uj n BanE)
. (
) < 00;
dlst

x,

Uj n E

(h) dimu Uj n 8 an E < n - p and Uj is a Lipschitz graph, i. e. there is a convex
set !(j C Rn~l J a Lipschitz function rPj : Rn~l - t R and an affine bijection
r j : Rn-I x R -> Rn such that Uj = {rj(x', ¢j(x')) : x' E K j }.
Then XE belongs to the trace space of w"p(Rn) to Bn and
wa,p(intan E) = we,p(E) = wa,p(E)

for all a E

n.

Let us start by obtaining Propositions 1.1 and 1.2 as corollaries.

Proof of Proposition 1.2. The boundary is locally as in (h) of Theorem 4.1. That
a finite number of sets Uj are sufficient follows by compactness. \Ve can therefore
D
apply Theorem 4.1 to complete the proof.
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Proof of Proposition 1.1. This follows directly from Proposition 1.2 for 1 < p < 2.
For p = 2 it follows directly from linearity together with the well-known fact that
the harmonic measure of a finite set is zero. For p > 2 (and m = 1) we gave a proof
in Section 3.
D
The method of this proof of Proposition 1.1 for 1 < p < 2 cannot be extended
to cover the case p > 2. In fact even in the case when E c an is an open arc, XE
does not belong to the trace space of W ' ,P(R2) when 2 :S p < 00.
Let us next make some comments on Theorem 4.1.
The double inequality (4.1) is essential only for the cases (c)-(g). Moreover,
the upper bound in (4.1) is used only in (g). For the conditions (a), (b) and (h)
the measure Ilj is not needed at all. However (4.1) is trivially satisfied if we let
d1 ,j = 0 and dZ,j = n, so assuming (4.1) in all cases is no extra assumption. To see
this we give the following construction for J.lj: Assume, without loss of generality,
that Uj C I := [0,1)". We let J1.j(Uj) = 1. Next divide I into 2" cubes similar
to I but with half the side length. Say that a of these cubes intersect Uj; then
we let each of these a cubes have measure l/a. In the next step we consider one
of these cubes and subdivide it into cubes with half its side length. Say that b of
these cubes intersect Uj; then we let each of these b cubes have the measure l/b
times the measure of the parent cube, Le. the measure is l/ab. ",Ve proceed in this
manner to obtain a measure flj which satisfies (4.1) with dI,j = 0 and dz,j = n.
In view of (c), conditions (d)-(h) are only interesting if d2 ,j > n - p. If (g) is
fulfilied with d2,j > n-p, then 0 < n-p-2(d2,j -d',j), i.e. d ,j > d2,j - Hn-p) >
'
~ (n - p) > O. Since n is a bounded domain, dZ,j 2:: n - 1 for at least one j.
If dl,j = dZ,j, then J.lj is equivalent to the Hausdorff measure Ad1,jluj ; see Theorem 1 on p. 32 of Jonsson-Wallin [10]. In this case Uj is Ahlfors d ,j-regular (or
'
a d ,j-set).
'Note that (4.3) is equivalent to

(4.4)

sup
xEujnB

'*

'*

dist(x, Uj n 8anE)
<
dist(x, Uj \ E)

00.

'*

Moreover (c)
(a) and (h)
(g)
(d). See the proof below.
Let us also point out that (d) and (e) are not equivalent. Let, e.g., 1 < P < 2,
o = E(0,2) \ [0, I] C R3, U = U, = 80 and J1.laB(0,2) = A 2IaB(0,2) and J1.1[o,IJ be
the restriction of the one-dimensional Lebesgue measure. Note that dl,l = 1 and
d,,1 = 2. Further, let G C [0, I] be a Cantor set constructed starting with [0, I] so
that in the kth step 2k open intervals of length Ctk are removed and the length of
each of the 2k+l remaining closed intervais eqnals Ik = Ct!j2. Let E = [0,1] \ G and
observe that Gp(8anE) :S Gp([O, 1]) = O. Since E = [0, I], (e) holds. Let us tnrn to
(4.2) and start by interchanging the order of integration and letting y E G. Then
there exist pairwise disjoint open intervals h C E of length Uk with dist(y, Ik) ::; [k.
It follows that

r
JunE

Ix -

yl"-p-2d,., dJ1.(x) :::

t
k=O

Ctk(2Ik)-I-P = 2- 1- p

t

Ik-P =

00.

k=O

Since J1.(G) = 1- 2::;;:0 2kCtk = 1- 2::;;:0 2k1k ::: 1- 2::;;:0 2k 2- 2k - 2 =
not hold.

t, (d) does
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Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let us first observe that if An_p(A) < 00, then Cp(A) = 0
by Theorem 2.27 in Heinonen-Kilpeliiinen-Martio [9J.
By a standard partition of unity argument, we can obtain functions 1]1,· .. I T}m E
Lip,(Rn), the space of compactiy supported Lipschitz functions, such that
m

annSUPPllJ C Uj

LllJ(Y)

and

=

1 for yEan.

j=l

Next, for each j, 1 ~ j ::; m, we want to find a p-quasicontinuous function
E W',p(Rn) which equals XE on Uj . Let us postpone this part of the prooffor
the moment. \Ve proceed by setting

fj

m

f= L!J~j·
j=l

f is p-quasicontinuous.
Moreover since ~j E Lip,(Rn), it follows that f;~j E W ,P(Rn ) and hence that
'
f E W',P(Rn ).
Since Cp(aanE) = 0, the functions f, f - XEna,nE and f + Xa,nE\E are pquasicontinuous representatives of the same equivalence class in T-yl,P(R n ). Hence,
by Coroilary 5.2 in Bj6rn-Bj6rn-8hanmugalingam [3], we have for a E n,

It is straightforward to see that

f

=

XE on an and that

w"p(E) = Pf(a)
= Hf(a),
w"p(intan E) = P(f - XEna,nE)(a) = H(f - XEna,nE)(a) ,
w"p(E)

= P(f + Xa,nE\E)(a) = H(f + Xa,nE\E)(a),

where Hg is the p-harmonic extension of 9 E W ' ,P(Rn ) from an to n; see [3]. The
operator H is independent of which representative we choose from an equivalence
class in lVl,p(R n ), and thus the terms on the right-hand side of the above three
identities coincide, which in turn yields the equality of the left-hand side terms.
It remains to find a p-quasicontinuous function h E f'yl,P(R n) which equals
XE on Uj for each j, 1 ::; j ::; m. Here the proof depends on which of the eight
conditions holds for j:
(a) \Ve let Ij = XujnE be a function which is zero p-quasieverywhere.
(b) We let !J = '1- XU,\E, where 'I E Lip,(Rn) equals one in a neighbourhood
ofO.
(c) Let < < < and cover Uj with balls B(xk,o) such that Xk E Uj. If k:S I
and B(Xk, o) n B(x/,s) i 0, then B(x/,<) C B(xk,3E). By taking a subsequence
(also denoted {Xdk by abnse of notation) we therefore have disjoint balIs B(xk,o)
such that Uj C Uk B(Xk' 3e). It follows, denoting the d',j-dimensional Hausdorff
content of Uj at scaie 0 by A~,,,(Uj), that

°

!

A~~,,(Uj) S L(3e)a',j = CLod,.,
k

:s CLfLj(B(xk,o)):S CfLj(Uj ),

k

k

:s

Letting 0 --> 0, this shows that Aa,,,(Uj) CfLj(Uj) < 00. Therefore An-p(Uj) is
finite, and thus (a) and (b) are immediately true. (In fact, we have shown that the
upper Minkowski content at seaie 0 is CfLj(Uj) and thns that dimM Uj n - p.)
(d) We first observe that

:s

(4.5)

Cr a",

:s fLj(B(x, 1'))

for x E Uj and

:s

°<

l'

:s 1,

and that (4.2) also hoids if Uj is replaced by Uj, since fLj(R n \ Uj) = 0.
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A function &XE E COO(Rn \ V j ) is constructed on p. 157 of Jonsson-Wallin [10].
By the trace theorem on p. 182 in [101, &XE E W',p(Rn). (We only use the
extension part of the trace result, and hence the comment following Theorem 3 on
p. 197 in [10] applies here, enabling us to only require the one-sided estimate (4.5).)
We let

Ii ~ {&XE

on ~n \
on Uj.

XE

Vj ,

From the contruction on p. 157 in [101, it is easy to see that Ii is continuous on
Rn \ 8anE, and since Cp(8anE) = 0, it follows that Ii is p-quasicontinuous.
(e) We let
Ii = {&XE! on Rn \ V j ,
on Uj ,
XE!
and proceed as in (d).
(f) We let

Ii =

{&Xin,""

E

Xinteo E

on Rn \
on Uj ,

Vj ,

and proceed as in (d).
(g) if d2 ,j ~ n - p, then (c) holds. We therefore assume that d2 ,j > n - p. Our
aim is now to show that condition (d) is satisfied as well.
Let us start with some estimates which follow from the condition
dimM Uj n DaoE < d3,j

:~

n - p - 2( d2.j - d',j).

Let
k

Nj(p) = min{k : Uj nDBoE c

UB(x/,p) for some Xl ERn, 1= 1, ... , k}.
1=1

Also, let (xl,p)~ip) be some finite collection of Xl for which the minimum is attained.
Since dim;\[ Uj n 8anE < da,j there is c > 0 such that

C

N(p)<-J
- pd 3 '-E:'
"

As
N,(p)

{x E Uj: dist(x,Uj nDBoE)

< p} c

U B(XI,p,2p)

1=1

tt

and /lj(B(XI,p, 2p)) ~ Cpd,,, (this estimate holds also if X',p Uj or p > 1, though
the constant C may not be the same as in the statement of the theorem), it follows
that
(4.6)

/lj( {x E Uj : dist(x, Uj n DaoE) < p}) ~ CNj(p)pd,.J ~ Cpd,,rd,.J+e.

Hence, using (4.4), we obtain the estimate

(4.7)

/lj( {x E Uj n E : dist(x, Uj \ E) < p}) ~ Cpd",-d',i+ e.

We want to prove that condition (d) holds, i.e. that
1:=

11
ujnE

Uj\E

Ix - yl n- p - 2d,.i d/lj(Y) d/lj(x) < 00.
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Let us first estimate the inner integral, fixing x E Uj n illtan E. (Note that
flj(8anE) = 0 by (4.6).) Let 0 = o(x) = dist(x, Uj \E). Using n - p - 2d2,j +d ,j :S
'
n - p - d2 ,j < 0, we then find that

1

Ix - Yl n- p - 2d',i dflj(Y) :S

Uj \E

1

Ix - Yl n- p - 2d',i dflj(Y)

Uj \B(x,6)
00

:S C I)2 j o)n- p -2d,.i flj(B(x, 2j +1 0))
j=O
00

:S a I)2 j o)n-p -2d',i (2J+l O)d,.i
j=O

::; con-p-2d2,j+dl,j

=

Gada,j-d t ,].

Inserting the above estimate into I and using flj(8an E) = 0 and (4.7) yields
I:S

C1

o(x)d,.i-d',i dflj(X)

Ujnintal1 E

(diarnan

:s a Jo
<C
-

td,.i- d", flj ({x

E

Uj n E : o(x) < t})
dt

diarnan

!o

tda,j-dl,itdt,j-da,i+c_

t

0

dt

t

< 00.

(h) We show that under this condition the set Uj satisfies condition (g) as well.
Let M be such that Ifj(x', <Pj(x')) - fj(y', <Pj(y')) I :S Mix' -y'l for x', y' E J(j. We
want to show that
dist(x, Uj n 8an E)
sup
. (
) < 00.
XEUj \IE
dIst x, Uj n E
Let x E Uj \ E and Y E Uj n E be such that Ix - yl :S 2 dist(x, Uj n E). We
further let x',y' E J(j be such that x = fj(x',<pj(x')) and y = fj(y',<pj(y')).
Then there exists a minimal e E (0,1] such that if z' = (1 - e)x' + ey', then
Z :~ fj(z', <Pj(z')) E E. It follows from the minimality that Z E 8anE. We find by
the Lipschitz property of 'Pj that
Ix (where

zl :S Mix' - z'l =

a depends only M

Melx' -

y'l :S alx - yl

and the stretching of f j

),

and thus

dist(x, Uj n 8an E ) < 21x - zl < a
dist(x, Uj n E) - Ix - yl - .
This shows that condition (g) is fulfilled with the measure flj = A n- l lui and
dl,j = d2 ,j = n -1; see, e.g., Example 3 on p. 30 in Jonssoll-vVallin [10] to see that
J-lj satisfies our conditions.
D
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